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Bachelor Project @ Hybrid Quantum Systems

Why? We do experiments studying atom-ion interactions by trapping an Ytterbium ion and a cloud of lithium 
atoms in ultra-high vacuum. Preparing these samples relies on laser cooling, for which maintaining the right 
frequency is crucial. In this project you set-up and characterize a new locking system for our Li-lasers, giving us 
better control, and you will use it to take your own data to measure and analyse the cooling steps of our Li 
quantum gas. 

Team: Rene Gerritsma (r.gerritsma@uva.nl), Rianne Lous, 
Henrik Hirzler, Eleanor Trimby (http://hyqs.nl/)

Goal: Build a modulation-transfer spectroscopy set-up and 
measure & analyse the Li-cooling sequence

Topics: Experiment, Lasers, optics, atoms, ions, quantum 

http://hyqs.nl/


We want to build a trap for strontium atoms that is “magic”: the trap shifts the
energy of 2 internal states of strontium in exactly the same way. Such property is
referred to as a “magic wavelength”, and it is for example crucial to any state-of-the-
art atomic clock [1]. For our lab, it will allow us to improve laser cooling of trapped
atoms down to 1 µK, to form a continuous Bose-Einstein condensate [2] and later a
CW atom laser.
To make such trap, we need several Watts of light at 813nm. A tapered amplifier can
amplify the light from an external cavity diode laser set at the correct wavelength.
This converts about 20 mW into 2 W. The light can thus be sent onto the atoms via
an optical fiber and set the trap.
In this project, you will build such a high-power laser amplifier at strontium's magic
wavelength, and use it to trap ultracold atoms. You will assemble a home-made
design for a tapered-amplifier module, send the amplified light to the vacuum
chamber and trap atoms. You will characterize the influence of the magicness of the
light on the laser cooling of strontium atoms.

Skills at play: laser physics, optics, atomic physics, laser cooling.

Contacts
Junyu He ( j.he@uva.nl )
Florian Schreck ( f.schreck@uva.nl )

Magic wavelength trap for continuous-wave atom laser

[1] Ye et al., Science 320, 1734 (2008).
[2] Chen et al., arXiv:2012.07605 (2020)
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mailto:s.p.bennetts@uva.nl
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https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1148259
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07605


MiniMOT
The magneto-optical trap (MOT) is a key element, omnipresent in
ultracold atom and molecule research. In our group [1], we are building
a compact MOT apparatus, with the goal of using it for outreach toward
a general audience and to provide the opportunity for motivated
Bachelor or Masters students to have a “quantum lab of their own” to
implement state-of-the-art science on.

The 2D MOT, lasers and electronics are now all running, leaving only the
exciting parts left to do. Next is pushing the atoms in the 2nd vacuum
chamber, producing a 3D MOT, and extending the apparatus toward
making a Bose-Einstein condensate (vacuum permitting) or creating
your own Qbit array in optical tweezers, the first step to turn this
machine into a quantum simulator or computer.

Skills at play: laser physics, atomic physics, laser cooling, python control
system development.

Contacts
Shayne Bennetts ( s.p.bennetts@uva.nl )
??
Florian Schreck ( f.schreck@uva.nl ) [1] www.strontiumbec.com

The MiniMOT being prepared for Science Park open day.

mailto:s.p.bennetts@uva.nl
mailto:f.schreck@uva.nl
http://www.strontiumbec.com/


Chemistry of molecules are usually studied by synthesizing and
characterizing them in large quantities using chemical reactions.
In RbSr ultra-cold molecule laboratory, we use an alternate route
whereby we assemble the molecule from single atoms at ultra cold
temperatures. We exploit techniques of laser cooling and trapping, in
order to trap individual Rb-Sr atoms in optical tweezer trap. Using this
approach of assembling molecules from single atoms, we intend to
explore rich properties of ultracold molecules as a quantum system for
studying quantum chemistry and simulations.
RbSr molecule is an alkali-alkaline earth molecule in its absolute
rovibrational ground state, and it has a rich internal structure and
exhibits intricate interactions, such as electric and magnetic dipole
interactions. These properties of RbSr molecules along with single
molecule addressing and manipulation techniques will enable us to
create and study unexplored few- and many-body systems.
In this project, you will join the RbSr team and together with the team
plan a tweezer setup for the preparation of individual RbSr molecules.
This task includes determination of the best tweezer trap wavelengths,
and characterisation of a commercial achromatic microscope objective
at Rb and Sr trapping and imaging wavelengths.

Figure: Rb-Sr single atoms pairs in a 3D optical
lattice

Building an optical trap for single molecules

Contacts:
Prem Thekkeppatt (p.thekkeppatt@uva.nl)
Florian Schreck (f.schreck@uva.nl)

mailto:p.thekkeppatt@uva.nl


Artists Evelina Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand are developing physics artwork in
our lab, sponsored by STUDIOTOPIA. Much of their art is physics inspired. Their
installations are similar to physics experiments. The photos show two examples
and their website contains further examples and explanations.

Your task will be to explore routes towards their next artwork with Evelina,
Dmitry and us. The inspiration for that artwork is reference [1], an experiment
that uses optical beams with orbital angular momentum to control particles in
a suspension. The project will start by replicating that work and go on by
modifying it into an artwork. You can play a major role in the creation of this
work.

Skills at play: lasers, optics, arts.

Contacts
Florian Schreck (f.schreck@uva.nl)
Evelina Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand (edomnitch@yahoo.com)

Arts & Science: Creating physics artwork 
with artists Evelina Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand 

[1] Hernando et al., Scientific Reports 11, 12284 (2021).

QUANTUM LATTICE | 2016

IMPLOSION CHAMBER | 2014

http://www.portablepalace.com/
https://www.studiotopia.eu/
http://www.portablepalace.com/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-91638-w
mailto:f.schreck@uva.nl
mailto:edomnitch@yahoo.com
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-91638-w


Superradiant lasers have been proposed as next-generation optical atomic clocks for 
precision measurement, metrology, quantum sensing and exploration of new physics [1]. 
Although a clock based on a superradiance laser can offer unparalleled performance, 
realizing it is a complex and expensive undertaking. A theoretical proposal [2] suggested 
to obtain superradiance on the kHz transition (1S0-3P1) of 88Sr using a simple thermal 
atomic beam. Such a device promises a compact, robust and simple clock ideal for a wide 
range of industrial and scientific applications.
This project aims at the construction of the laser system for such a clock. The system 
consists of blue high power lasers for transverse cooling (461 nm) and red lasers for state 
preparation (679, 688, 689 and 707 nm).
The student will build several of the lasers (mainly in the form of injected diode lasers) 
together with the correspondent electronics for current control and temperature 
stabilization. The project includes also taking care of the power distribution and 
frequency shift of the different beams in order to produce light 'ready to be plugged' into 
the experiment. The experimental research involves laser optics, electronics and atomic 
physics.
Please join us if you want to get to know the different, small steps and challenges you 
need to face on a daily base to work in a lab!;)

Skills at play: laser physics, optics, atomic physics, laser cooling.

Contacts
Camila Beli (c.belisilva@uva.nl)
Florian Schreck ( f.schreck@uva.nl )

Atom controllers for a superradiant laser

[1] Meiser et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 163601 (2009) 
[2] H. Liu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 253602 (2020).

mailto:f.schreck@uva.nl


Supervisors: Ivo Knottnerus, Robert Spreeuw, r.j.c.spreeuw@uva.nl
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BSc project: The Ouzo effect

When water is added to Ouzo (or Pastis)
two clear liquids together become milky-white
Because the aniseed oil forms an emulsion: 
small drops of oil suspended in the liquid.

Questions:
• How does this happen? (Study under the 

microscope)
• How stable is the emulsion, and what 

determines its stability? (Drop size and 
surface tension measurements)

Contact: Daniel Bonn (d.bonn@uva.nl)



Contact: IoP-WZI- soft matter group Prof.Noushine Shahidzadeh, n.shahidzadeh@uva.nl; Paul Kolpakov, p.kolpakov@uva.nl

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS

Soft Matter Group BACHELOR PROJECT 2022

Problematic
• When water freezes, it can expand; this is known to damage water pipes, buildings, artworks and roads (frost heaving) or 

even rocks (ice wedging) in a natural environment.
• How can we control the ice propagation, and how is the water freezing mechanism defined?

Objective
• To study the freezing of water and the formation of bulk ice as a function of different parameters: 

 speed of cooling
 wettability and geometry of the recipient
 volume of the confinement

• We will investigate the ice growth morphology and the resulting mechanical stresses that can lead to damage.

0 min 16 min …13 min

1 2

T=- 10C T=- 10CT=- 10C

2 22 111

Cracked

How does the freezing of water lead to damage?

Fracture-damage

mailto:n.Shahidzadeh@uva.nl


Contact: IoP-WZI- soft matter group :Noushine Shahidzadeh, n.shahidzadeh@uva.nl; Romane Le Dizès r.ledizes2@uva.nl

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS

Soft Matter Group 
BACHELOR PROJECT 2022

Historical monuments and sculptures are damaged with time (frost, salt crystallization...). 

Gel and consolidant are injected into the damaged porous medium to improve its mechanical properties.

The aim is to understand the kinetics of drying and gel formation in various porous media.

Your objective
Investigate at microscale the gel formation in model porous media:

What are the different regimes that govern the drying ? How the pores sizes and the porosity affect the gelation? 

• You will determine the drying kinetics in microcapillaries and 2D model porous media using different imaging techniques. 

• You will also investigate the spatial distribution of gel during and after the drying

How physics can help in preserving artworks? 

Stone under microscope 2D micro model porous media Microcapillaries

mailto:n.Shahidzadeh@uva.nl


Contact: IoP-WZI- soft matter group: Noushine Shahidzadeh, n.shahidzadeh@uva.nl; Romane Le Dizès r.ledizes2@uva.nl

Artworks made of limestones (statues, historical monuments …) are exposed to degradations over time. 
Organosilane consolidants can be used to reinforce the porous network and improve the mechanical 

properties of the stone by surrounding and strengthening the brigdes between the stone’s grains.

Your objective
The effect of organosilane consolidants on limestones exposed to changing weather conditions has not been studied yet.

You will evaluate how treated limestone can resist to those climate changes. For that you will look at:

• The influence of the relative humidity 

• The effect of wetting and drying on the stones

• Temperature changes

Finally you will determine the mechanical properties of the aged stones and conclude about the effectiveness of the consolidant.

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM

Soft Matter Group BACHELOR PROJECT 2022

The impact of ageing on the mechanical properties of stones

Untreated limestone With consolidant With consolidant - Zoom

Consolidant capillary bridge

mailto:n.Shahidzadeh@uva.nl
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Project : Nanoarchitectures

Build analogues of molecules on m scale

Contact: Peter Schall, p.schall@uva.nl

Obtain 3D insight into molecular dynamics!



Project :

Energy Transfer in Nanomaterials

Combine strongly absorbing Nanocrystals with strongly 
conducting 2D-materials for future flexible solar cells. 

Good solar cells:
1. Strong light absorption
2. Efficient charge-extraction

Combine 1&2

investigate charge transfer 

from the absorbing to the transporting layer.

This should yield thinner and more flexible solar cells

Contact: Peter Schall, p.schall@uva.nl



Shaping the solar spectrum for enhanced plant growth

Project :

SolarFoil

We use highly efficient nanocrystals to convert the sun 

light spectrum for most efficient photosynthesis

Contact: Peter Schall, p.schall@uva.nl



Project : Active Architectures

Background:

Self-propelling, active particles that imitate 

bacteria & motor protein motion

b

Non-equilibrium Physics: Understand biological matter

Biological tissue

Active 

particle

Tissue analogue

Contact: Peter Schall, p.schall@uva.nl



Physics of Volcanic Eruption 
Your Research

Question

Methods Involved

Literature

Supervisor /  Contact

Mazi Jalaal (m.jalaal@uva.nl)

iop.fnwi.uva.nl/scm

fluidlab.nl

Experimental setup, developed by the help of the previous bachelor 
student, Marieke Beerepoot. Left: Schematic of the setup. Right: The 

setup during imaging.

How does a gas bubble grow in a volcano’s conduit and collapse at the free surface of a 
complex fluid? 

High-speed imaging,
Particle Image Velocimetry (Using Laser sheets)

Image Analysis
Numerical solution of hydrodynamics equations (if doing computations) 

Gonnermann & Manga, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech. 2007
Sanjay, Lohse, Jalaal J. Fluid Mechanics 2021

In collaboration with a team of volcanologists in Durham University and computational 
scientists in University of Strathclyde, we are aiming to reveal the long-standing secrets of 

volcanic eruptions! We know the process of eruption is controlled by bubble dynamics. 
However, the difficulties in field measurements have limited our understanding of the 

underlying physics. 
We will address the problem by making a (simplified) volcano in the lab and also making 
computer volcanoes. 

(a) A schematic showing the role of bubble in a volcanic eruption 
(Gonnermann & Magna, 2007). (b) a real-life image showing the 

hydrodynamics of volcanic eruption (google image)







Helical Locomotion in Mud: 

Design of a  search and rescue robot 

Background
Question

Methods Involved

Contact

How to design a robot with helical propellers?
What is the optimal design in helical propulsion?

3D Printing
Imaging & Image Analysis

Robotic/Electronics

Mazi Jalaal (Assistant Professor, Institute of Physics)
m.Jalaal@uva.nl fluidlab.nl

The design of robots for various environmental conditions is challenging. The previous research 
has offered many solutions in designing robots that propel in liquid (swimmers) and on solid 

surfaces (rovers). But what if the environment is neither a liquid nor a solid? Examples of these 
environments include snow, sand, and mud. It is obvious alternative surface mobility strategies 

are required for such settings, as classic solutions (mainly wheel-based methods) fail. However, 
we are far from finding an optimal solution for robotic motility in harsh environments such as 
muddy materials. This project aims to tackle this problem.

Your Research: Helical Locomotion
You will work on the design and optimization of helical propellers for a robot. Such a system 
provides a non-reciprocal directional motion in both liquids and solids (think about a wine 

corkscrew). 

The research includes the following steps: 
1- Literature review and Design Plan 

2- Design and 3D Printing the Helical wheels  
3- Assembly of the Robot (based on KeyStudio Car Kit V3.0)  

4- Experiments on different muddy surfaces (using synthetic muds in our lab)
5- Experimental Analysis (Image Processing)

design prototyping implementation test analysis optimization



Sound of Flowing Iron

Dr. Rudolf Sprik
Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute
Institute of physics
R.Sprik@UvA.nl

In collaboration with:

In the production of iron the furnace is tapped regularly by drilling a hole in the wall. 
The flow of liquid iron from the tap hole is stopped just before hot gas and 
slag floating on the iron starts to escape.

The stream that emerges from the tap hole just before the breakthrough 
makes ‘plopping’ noises  most likely caused by the formation of bubbles and droplets.  
We have developed an end-of-tap detection system based on this sound emission.
The sound recording is done by e.g. an ultrasonic acoustic camera.

Tap hole Liquid iron
stream

The physics behind the sound formation is still 
ill understood.  As part of the Bachelor project 
laboratory experiments and (numerical) 
modelling will be performed to understand 
the origin of the sound.



Eddy Currents in Carbon Composites

Dr. Rudolf Sprik
Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute
Institute of physics
R.Sprik@UvA.nl

Carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites are very strong and light weight 
materials replacing metal parts in e.g. airplanes, windturbine blades, cars and bicycles.

The modern unidirectional carbon fiber tapes used in fabricating composite structures 
require testing the material in manufacturing and while in use.

As part of the Demonstrator Laboratory VU/UvA , Eddy Lite is exploiting 
the eddy current effect in the conducting carbon fibers to perform such new tests 
easy, fast and economically 

In the Bachelor project unidirectional tapes with defects will 
be tested to assess the capabilities of the technique. 
This requires accurate measurements in combination with a 
good understanding of the complex electrical conductivity of 
carbon fiber composites.



Project: 3D multistep metamaterials

daily supervision: Wenfeng Liu(w.liu@uva.nl)
supervision: Corentin Coulais (coulais@uva.nl, coulaislab.com)

mailto:coulais@uva.nl








Shape memory meta-plates

More information:

Shahram Janbaz, s.janbaz@uva.nl

Stretched
Over-stretched

Unloading Shape recovery

In this project, we investigate the role of nonlinear material properties offered by 

shape memory alloys in tuning the nonmonotonic behavior of cellular meta-plates.
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Dive into k-space:    ARPES BSc projects @Golden Lab

GM1 or CondMat2 required ! 

 there is space for 2 students @AMSTEL; one working on each of these projects

Join Saumya to 
measure the life-
time of electrons
in superconductors

electrons meet AdS-CFT duality

see: arxiv.org/abs/2112.06576 for direct use of 
AdS-CFT to simulate our experimental ARPES data  

Your research question: can 
changes in the electron lifetime 
around the Fermi surface explain 
electrical transport behaviour in 
copper oxide strange metals? 

E

k

new spin on Dirac physics

Collaboration with new group-leader @IoP-WZI Anna Isaeva
leading maker of magnetic topological insulators and
 Irene Aguilera, new group-leader @IoP-ITFA

leading expert in ab initio theory of topological materials

Join Sergio to use laser-ARPES 
to explore magnetic 
topological insulators

Your research question: does this gap close
when leaving the magnetically ordered state?

E

k



Sample: single layer of atoms 
(2D material)

Low-temperature optical spectroscopy of 2D materials

Project goal: Understand exciton line shapes as function of temperature

Experimental setup Unraveling line shape of quantum 
mechanical exciton resonance

Contacts: Ludovica Guarneri (l.guarneri@uva.nl) and Jorik van de Groep (j.vandegroep@uva.nl) 

Micropscope
Photo of monolayer

exciton

mailto:l.Guarneri@uva.nl
mailto:j.vandegroep@uva.nl


Sample fabrication: 
deterministic stamping

Lego with layers of atoms: heterostructure 2D materials

Project goal: Explore light-matter interaction of interlayer excitons

2D heterostructures Photoluminescence and lifetime 
measurements

Contacts: Tom Hoekstra (t.hoekstra@uva.nl) and Jorik van de Groep (j.vandegroep@uva.nl) 

Microscope picture of 
2D hetereostructure

hBN1L WS2

mailto:t.hoekstra@uva.nl
mailto:j.vandegroep@uva.nl


Experiment: make and study 
topological crystals

Hunting chiral excitons on a topological surface

Project goal: pinpoint chiral excitons for room-temperature quantum devices

Bi-based layered 
quantum materials

Chiral photoluminescence 
measurement

Contacts: Olivier Renier (o.renier@uva.nl), Anna Isaeva (a.isaeva@uva.nl), Jorik van de Groep (j.vandegroep@uva.nl) 

www.photonics.com

mailto:o.renier@uva.nl
mailto:a.isaeva@uva.nl
mailto:j.vandegroep@uva.nl
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Roland Bliem group, r.bliem@arcnl.nl" below the title (Quantifying laser-induced damage

mailto:r.bliem@arcnl.nl


Capillary Adhesion in Different Environments 

Atomic Force 
Microscope

Dr. Felix Cassin
PostDoc

Dr. Bart Weber
Group Leader

Can capillary condensation occur at low relative 
humidity levels?

Can a water bridge form between hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic surfaces?

What influence does sliding velocity and tip-sample 
distance play?

Friction and adhesion play a critical role in the 
precision positioning inside chip machines


